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1. INTRODUCTION
Let {An}™=0 be a given sequence of numbers and let

S(n) = ft(f\Ak,n

= 0,l,.

Let A{x) and S(x) denote the formal power series determined by the sequences {An}™=0 and
{S(it)Co,thatis,

A(x) = f,Anx",

S(x) = ftS(n)x".

n=0

n=0

Recently, H.W. Gould [2] pointed out that

In this paper we shall give a straightforward generalization of (1) and an application and a modification of the generalization.
2. A GENERALIZATION
Let s, t be given complex numbers and let {An}™=0 be a given sequence of numbers. Denote

S(n) = ±(iy-kskAk,n

= 0,l,...

Theorem 1: We have
a

s(x)=-L-A(
l~tX

\l-tX;

Proof: The proof is similar to that of (1) given in [2]. In fact,

:S(x) = ±x"±
„=0

(nkV-kSkAk

£=(A

/

k k \ 7 l ^ un—kn—k
= ± Akhs**k
x ± fJ)
k=0

= £ Akskxk (1 - txy'-1 = (1 - tx)-1
k=o

n=k^

'

V*

A(-^-\
txj

This completes the proof.
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3. AN APPLICATION
Let Fn9 /i = 0,1,..., be the Fibonacci numbers, and take F_n -(-l)n~1Fn. Letp, q be fixed
nonzero integers such that p*q9 and let r be a fixed integer. L. Carlitz [1, Theorem 4] proved
that

^Fpn+r = i(iVkFqk+r

(/I = 0,1,...) "

if and only if

A=(-iy-^-,

n=i-\y^-.

r

r •
q-p

q-p

We shall apply Theorem 1 to give a proof for this result. This result is given in Theorem 2 and in
a slightly different form.
Lemma 1: We have
yF
Fr+{-l)rFp_rx
xn_

to P"+r " l - V + H ) ' * 2 '
where Ln is the rfi1 Lucas number and L_n = (-1)" Ln for n > 0.
Lemma 2: We have
Fr +
k

9k+r

to t^ )

l-(2t

({-\yFq_rs-Fqt)x

+ •Lqs)x +

2

_i_ (t
f z+L
/ c X ts+(-iys')x
/ ' - n 9 e 2 W 2z '
q

Lemma 1 is the same as formula (6) of [3]. Lemma 2 follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.
Theorem 2: We have
(2)

£(t\tH~kJF#+r

= Fpn+r (» = 0,1,...)

if and only if
(3)

s = FpIFq,

t=

{-\YFq_pIFq.

Proof: By Lemmata 1 and 2, (2) holds if and only if,
(4)

(-l)rFq_rs-Fqt

(5)

2t + Lqs = Lp,

(6)

= (-iyFp_r,

t2+Lqts+(-\ys2=(-\y.

Solving (4) and (5) gives (3). It can be verified that (6) holds for those values of s and t. This
completes the proof.
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4. A MODIFICATION
An interesting problem is to find a sequence {T(n)}™=0 such that

(7)

n»>=^}

The solution is simple. It is given in Theorem 3. Applications of (7) are given in Theorem 4 and
Theorem 5.
Theorem 3: Let T(0) = AQ and

(8)

T(n) = ±(nkZ1X"-kskAk,

n = l,2,...

Then (7) holds.
Proof: We have
T(x) =

(l-tx)S(x).

Thus, T(0) = S(0) = A0 and for n > 1,
T(n) = S(n)-tS(n-l)

n-\
k

= s"A„ + "£

-±{py^Ak.

rVA

This completes the proof.
Remark: Theorem 3 could also be proved in a similar way to Theorem 1.
Theorem 4: If s * 0 and T(n), n = 0,1,..., is given by (8), then AQ - T(0) and

Proof: By (7),
V^ + ocy

„ =0

jt=iV

/

This proves Theorem 4.
Let m be a nonnegative integer. Then we define Tm(n), n = 0,l,..., inductively by
T

o(n) = An> " = 0,1,...,

Tm+l(0) = Ao, Tm+l(n) = i(lZl\n-kskTm(nl

n = l,2,...

when m > 0.
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Theorem 5: Ifs^l,

then
^n-k

wo-i(Z:i)<*-

s-l

s™Ak,n =

l,2,....

Proof: Theorem 5 can be proved by applying the formula
Tm+1(x) - Tm sx
\l-tx
Remark: The transformations T and Tm have their analogues in the theory of arithmetic functions
(see [4]).
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